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MATTHEW DAVIDSON, 
 
                                              Plaintiff, 
 
                   v. 
 
 
ATLANTIC COUNTY; DAMON TYNER; 
CARY SHILL; MARIO FORMICA; and 
JOHN DOES 1-5 and 6-10, 
                                              Defendants. 

SUPERIOR COURT 
LAW DIVISION 

CUMBERLAND COUNTY 
 

DOCKET NO.  
Civil Action 

 
COMPLAINT, 
JURY DEMAND 

AND 

DEMAND FOR LITIGATION HOLD TO 
PREVENT DESTRUCTION OF EVIDENCE 

AND DOCUMENTS 

 

 
Plaintiff, Matthew Davidson, residing in Cape May County, New Jersey, by way of the              

Complaint against the defendants, says: 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

This matter is opened to the Court under the New Jersey Conscientious Employee             

Protection Act, N.J.S.A. 34:19-1 et seq. (“CEPA”) and the New Jersey Civil Rights Act, N.J.S.A.               

10:6-1 et seq. (“CRA”) for New Jersey Constitutional violations for retaliatory harassment and             

termination from employment for having engaged in protected conduct. 
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JURISDICTION | VENUE 
 

1. This matter is properly before the State Superior Court Law Division pursuant to R.              

4:3-1(a) (5). 

2. This matter is venued in Cumberland County on proper authority in keeping with the              

Order dated March 12, 2019, by Atlantic County Superior Court Assignment Judge            

Mendez who previously transferred venue of a similar matter, Trans ID.           

LCV2019452192, ATL L 000159-19, for claims asserting retaliatory harassment and          

termination from employment filed against Atlantic County Prosecutor Damon Tyner by           

plaintiffs, Diane Ruberton, Heather McManus and Donna Fetzer at Docket No. L-162-19.  

3. The Assignment Judge of Atlantic County has deemed any lawsuits filed against Damon             

Tyner as a conflict since Damon Tyner is a former Atlantic County State Superior Court               

Judge and subject to a change of venue, the appropriate venue being Cumberland County. 

4. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over Plaintiff’s claims under N.J.S.A. 10:6-2,            

N.J.S.A. 34:19-1 et seq. and other applicable law. 

5. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants pursuant to N.J. Ct. R. 4:4-4 and              

other applicable law. 

IDENTIFICATION OF PARTIES 

6. Plaintiff Matthew Davidson is, at all times relevant, a resident of the State of New Jersey                

and was employed by defendant Atlantic County. 

7. Defendant Atlantic County (“County”) is, at all times relevant, a public body subject to              

suit under CEPA and CRA and was the employer of plaintiff. 
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8. Defendant Damon Tyner (“Tyner”) is, at all times relevant, an individual and Atlantic             

County Prosecutor and liable to the plaintiff for reasons set forth hereafter. 

9. Defendant Cary Shill (“Shill”) is, at all times relevant, an individual and Atlantic County              

First Assistant Prosecutor and liable to the plaintiff for reasons set forth hereafter. 

10. Defendant Mario Formica (“Formica”) is, at all times relevant, an individual and Atlantic             

County Deputy First Assistant Prosecutor and liable to the plaintiff for reasons set forth              

hereafter.  

11. All defendants have, at all times relevant, acted under color of state law. 

12. While acting under color of state law, defendants deprived plaintiff of New Jersey             

Constitutional and statutory rights as identified more specifically below. 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

13. Defendant County has employed plaintiff since in or about May 2016 as an Assistant              

Prosecutor. 

14. Plaintiff has worked up to all reasonable expectations of Defendant County. 

15. Defendant, County employs at all relevant times, defendants Tyner, Shill and Formica. 

16. In or about October 2018 a formal complaint was made to the State of New Jersey and by                  

individuals employed by or who had been employed by the Atlantic County Prosecutor’s             

Office (“ACPO”) for retaliatory harassment, retaliatory discharge and discrimination in          

violation of CEPA, CRA and the New Jersey Law Against Discrimination (“LAD”). 

17. On or about January 2019 a lawsuit was filed on behalf of these individuals captioned               

Diane Ruberton, Heather McManus and Donna Fetzer v. Damon Tyner, Atlantic County,            

et als, Cumberland County, Docket No.  L-162-19.  
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18. Upon information and belief, Ruberton, McManus, and Fetzer advised Grewal of their            

reasonable belief that Tyner violated CEPA, CRA and the LAD on numerous occasions             

such that the State of NJ and Grewal knew or should have known that Tyner had a                 

propensity of retaliating against employees and otherwise abused his authority and power            

as a public servant to refrain from unlawful retaliation. 

19. The defendant State of New Jersey and defendant Grewal are required to follow the New               

Jersey Attorney General Guidelines, Policies, and Procedures on Internal Affairs. 

20. Upon information and belief, defendant State of New Jersey and defendant Grewal failed             

to intervene to stop the retaliatory conduct, failed to properly investigate complaints            

made against Tyner, failed and/or refused to take any corrective action, failed to train and               

failed to properly oversee the actions of Tyner in light of and in the wake of the                 

numerous improprieties reported by Ruberton, McManus and Fetzer concerning the          

Office of the Prosecutor, and, in particular, that of Tyner. 

21. Upon information and belief, defendant Atlantic County failed to intervene to stop the             

retaliatory conduct, failed to properly investigate complaints made against Tyner, failed           

and/or refused to take any corrective action, failed to train and failed to properly oversee               

the actions of Tyner in light of and in the wake of the numerous improprieties reported by                 

Ruberton, McManus and Fetzer concerning the Office of the Prosecutor, and, in            

particular, that of Tyner, Shill, and Formica 

22. In or about March 2017, defendant Tyner was appointed as Prosecutor by the State of               

New Jersey.  
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23. Defendants knew or should have been alert to numerous red flags concerning the conduct              

of Tyner which made and continue to make him unsuitable for public office, especially              

the position as County Prosecutor, the County’s top Law Enforcement Officer, which            

mandates strict adherence to laws, personal finance responsibility, ethics, and the Atlantic            

County Prosecutor’s Office Code of Conduct. 

24. Defendants have an obligation to train, monitor, investigate, take prompt and remedial            

action as to the County Prosecutor upon receipt of complaints regarding inappropriate            

handling of forfeiture monies, gender discrimination, and disparity, unlawful retaliation,          

and abuse of prosecutorial power. 

25. Defendants collectively created and/or permitted the creation of an environment within           

the Atlantic County Prosecutor’s Office of nepotism, fear of reprisal for taking lawful             

action to object, report or refuse to participate in conduct by or condoned by Tyner,               

Shill, and/or Formica that is reasonably perceived as being in violation of a law,              

regulation or clear mandate of public policy. 

26. Defendants knew and/or should have known of the propensity of Tyner, Shill and             

Formica to retaliate against employees who engage in protected activity such as union             

business and association, reporting, disclosing and/or refusing to participate in conduct           

reasonably believed to violate the laws by Tyner or those known to be associated with               

“Team Tyner.”  

27. In or about March 2017, since the installation of Tyner as County Prosecutor, a pattern of                

unlawful retaliation, nepotism, and abuse of power has existed within the ACPO. 
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28. In or about May 2017 Plaintiff reported defendant Shill for attempting to violate the law               

when Shill and Formica attempted to influence Plaintiff that a criminal defendant be             

permitted to avoid a statutory mandate penalty under N.J.S.A. 2C: 40-26 which requires a              

180-day jail sentence for a second offense of driving while suspended for a DUI, because               

Shill wanted to do a favor for a criminal defense attorney with whom he is especially                

friendly and because the criminal defense attorney’s brother held an elected position            

within the County. 

29. Thereafter, Defendant Shill berated Plaintiff for having reported what he reasonably           

believed to be a violation of the Criminal Code, Code of Conduct, the public policy of the                 

State of New Jersey against nepotism as set forth in N.J.S.A. 40A:9.22.5 and the Code of                

Ethics to refrain from using one’s position to grant favors or special privileges to friends               

and family. 

30. Immediately thereafter, and because of plaintiff reporting the improper actions by Shill,            

Tyner and the Team Tyner Executive Officers, Shill and Mario Formica engaged in a              

pattern of retaliatory harassment in the form of  

a. allowing the over assignment of cases to plaintiff and impeding plea negotiations;  

b. habitually understaffing plaintiff’s team;  

c. making disparaging comments to plaintiff;  

d. directing plaintiff to try cases with little notice to properly prepare the case and              

intentionally hampering plaintiff’s trial preparation with additional collateral        

work; 
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e. mocking of the plaintiff when he worked late hours to keep up with the excessive               

workload; 

f. belittling plaintiff in front of others in the workplace for having reported Shill,             

and referring to Plaintiff as “neurotic”, 

g. taunting plaintiff by smirkingly telling plaintiff in front of other staff members “I             

know what you said about me trying to manipulate a case.” 

31. The manner in which Tyner, Shill, and Formica treated plaintiff after he reported Shill for               

trying to violate the Code of Ethics to refrain from using one’s position to grant favors or                 

special privileges to friends by attempting to bypass N.J.S.A. 2C:40-26, vacillated           

between highly aggressive and belligerent to purposefully ignoring plaintiff and not           

involving him in meetings he should have attended and keeping information from            

plaintiff which he should have rightfully received in order to properly perform his work              

duties, all of which constitutes retaliatory harassment. 

32. The above retaliatory actions took place between May 2017 through to April 2018. 

33. Thereafter, the retaliatory harassment continued. 

34. In or about April 2018 and following a series of denials by Shill to Plaintiff’s requests to                 

plea out some of the cases, Shill nastily told plaintiff to “try the fucking cases.” 

35. Plaintiff tried to explain to Shill that he had been given an excessive number of new cases                 

to which Shill mockingly asked, “So, you think you have more work than anyone else?’  

36. Plaintiff responded that it wasn’t what he felt, that he indeed had been assigned more               

cases which was confirmed by the computer database that revealed plaintiff had been             
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assigned approximately 130 to-190 cases whereas the other Assistant Prosecutors          

(“APs”) were carrying approximately  80-130 cases. 

37. Plaintiff explained that he simply wanted to be treated like the other APs. 

38. In or about April 2018 Shill and Tyner transferred plaintiff, without notice, to the              

Screening Division and running the Forfeiture Unit, a position which Plaintiff neither            

requested or desired. 

39. Just prior to being transferred, Shill told plaintiff that the preceding Assistant Prosecutor             

Forfeiture (hereinafter A.P.F.) was too slow and an obstructionist in processing Tyner’s            

request to spend forfeiture monies.  

40. Shill told plaintiff that A.P.F. had stopped spending requests that had been done in the               

past and the requests by Tyner to spend the forfeiture monies had to be processed so that                 

Tyner could spend the monies. 

41. Shill told plaintiff that he was being transferred to Screening and Forfeiture in order to               

process the forfeiture money spending requests that A.P.F. had not or would not process,              

they wanted someone more aggressive. 

42. The clear implication to plaintiff was that he was being transferred to process the              

forfeiture money requests to the satisfaction of Tyner/Shill and to make more money for              

the office, and if not, plaintiff understood his employment with the ACPO would be              

threatened. 

43. Forfeiture money within the ACPO is a sum of money created by the ACPO from               

seizures of the proceeds of criminal activity. 
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44. Seizure and forfeiture are processes which are governed by statute, N.J.S.A. 2C:64-1 and             

-3, D.C.J. Directive 1995-3 and New Jersey S.O.P. 11.  

45. The law allows the government to seize cash, cars, real estate or other property suspected               

of being connected to criminal activity. In New Jersey, property can be seized even when               

a person is not eventually charged with a crime. 

46. New Jersey has a history of notorious civil asset forfeiture laws. 

47. Civil asset forfeiture raises enormous concerns over individual civil liberties and property            

rights. 

48. The government can confiscate your property without convicting you of a crime, or even              

charging you with a crime.  

49. Moreover, property owners are then forced to navigate a complex legal process to get              

their property back.  

50. The system has proven too cumbersome and expensive for many owners, especially            

low-income individuals, to challenge the seizure.  

51. These obstacles create significant financial hardships for individuals and their families as            

the seizure of cash, a car or other property can make it difficult, or even impossible, to                 

afford necessities, such as rent or medication, or even get to work or school each day. 

52. The New Jersey laws are so bad the laws and practices earned a D- rating in a report on                   

state asset forfeiture laws published by the Institute for Justice.  

53. The New Jersey laws on seizure and forfeiture have been under scrutiny for a while and                

beginning 2019, the New Jersey Legislature took a historic step towards reforming these             

laws. 
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54. In or about May 2018 through the present, the ACPO has been required to comply with a                 

certain process when attempting to spend forfeiture monies. 

55. This process, in part, requires the completion of forms prepared by the NJ Department of               

Criminal Justice (“DCJ”) which are to be submitted to the DCJ for review and approval               

before any forfeiture monies can be spent by the County Prosecutor on a Non-Law              

Enforcement Purpose or Agency.  

56. Beginning in May 2018 through November 2019, Tyner wanted plaintiff to prepare and             

process the DCJ application Form D to spend money and/or give money directly to the               

Coalition for Safe Communities (“Coalition”) based in Atlantic City and Pleasantville,           

Atlantic County, NJ. 

57. The Coalition has a noble purpose: to educate and promote safe communities by hosting              

events and outings while also tackling violence that has made headlines in recent years              

throughout the area. It achieves its goals through partnerships with the Atlantic County             

Prosecutor’s Office, the sheriff’s office, local officials, and churches. 

58. The Coalition is headed by Perry Mays.  

59. Tyner and Mays have a long and established history as friends. 

60.  Tyner and Mays have a long and established history of similar political interests. 

61. Tyner has a history of running for politically elected office. 

62. Tyner left a job as a State Superior Court judge to accept an appointment to County                

Prosecutor in or about March 2017. 

63. The position of State Superior Court judge, after 7 years, can be reappointed, and judges               

who are reappointed have tenure until the age of 70. 
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64. The position of County Prosecutor is a tenured position for only 5 years. 

65. Tyner intends to use the position as County Prosecutor as a stepping stone to further his                

political career upon the cessation of the County Prosecutor appointment. 

66. Tyners’ position as County Prosecutor is used, in part to provide favors to politically              

appealing people, groups and/or organizations as a way in which Tyner is paving his              

future career path. 

67. This, regardless of the laudable purpose for which the Coalition serves, the expenditure             

of forfeiture monies to non-law enforcement agencies is strictly regulated by the State of              

New Jersey Forfeiture Program Administration Standard Operating Procedure, 11         

(“SOP”) and Attorney General Directive 1993-5. 

68. The S.O.P. and Directive recognizes that community based programs provide clear           

benefits but cautions that because the funding of these programs without a uniform             

evaluation of the program's merits and overall benefits to law enforcement can lead to              

expressions of concern by taxpayers of the State and a questioning of the expenditure’s              

merits.  

69. Therefore, it is the policy of the Attorney General that all planned forfeiture fund or               

property disbursement to a non-law enforcement agency, organization, program or group           

must first be reviewed and approved in writing, by both the county prosecutor of              

jurisdiction and the Division of Criminal Justice.  

70. The focus of forfeiture spending requests and approvals is the law enforcement purpose             

that will be served in the use of these funds and that “forfeited property or monies shall                 
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not be used to defray the costs of a community based program unless law enforcement               

personnel are substantially involved in the program”. 

71. Tyner has attempted to circumvent the law and/or public policy requiring forfeiture            

monies to be used for law enforcement purposes and more specifically that forfeited             

monies shall not be used to defray the costs of a community based program unless law                

enforcement personnel are substantially involved in the program. 

72. From May 2018 through November 2018 plaintiff was directed by Shill that Tyner             

wanted the funding requests by the Coalition paid from forfeiture funds. 

73. Plaintiff advised that the funding required approval from the DCJ because the Coalition             

was a “community based program” not a law enforcement program which required            

compliance with SOP 11. 

74. In response, Shill pointed his index finger into plaintiff’s chest and told plaintiff in a low                

demanding voice “You are going to pay it.”  

75. This was an obvious demand to plaintiff to get the Coalition request funded despite              

compliance with the SOP.  

76. Plaintiff was advised by a Sergeant that had attended a meeting with the Coalition and the                

State that Tyner had stated in the meeting that “sometimes we just spend the money and                

get an approval letter later”, then laughed about the statement. 

77. Nonetheless, plaintiff submitted the Form D request to the DCJ but was questioned by a               

D.A.G., the Deputy Attorney General assigned to the review of County Prosecutor            

requests for use of forfeiture funds. 
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78. The D.A.G. did not approve the application for the expenditure of forfeiture funds and              

refused to move the application forward 

79. Thereafter, in May and June 2018 Tyner and Shill held meetings with plaintiff telling              

plaintiff that the AG was actually looking for Coalition type events for County             

Prosecutors to support and fund, and falsely stating that the rules had been relaxed by the                

Attorney General’s office to accommodate the spending. 

80. Shill related to plaintiff that they were going to spend money on the Coalition and other                

community based events regardless of the SOP and despite approval from the DCJ on the               

Form D. 

81. Plaintiff felt pressured by Tyner and Shill to violate the law and public policy of the State                 

of NJ but refused to follow their orders. 

82. Plaintiff drafted an internal memo to Tyner and Shill relating the questions D.C.J. had              

asked regarding the coalition programs and the required substantial law enforcement           

participation and other items of concern. 

83. On or about June 7, 2019, Plaintiff was handed the internal memo back from Shill with                

handwritten markups and answers by Shill to the questions posed by D.C.J.. Plaintiff was              

instructed, by Shill, in a threatening tone – “we are spending on these projects regardless               

of From D approval or not”.  

84. Plaintiff re-drafted the Form D applications as individual applications to prevent the            

non-law enforcement based programs from hindering the approval of the law           

enforcement based programs and submitted them as requests to the DCJ for approval. 
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85. Plaintiff forwarded the redrafted Form D application to Shill and Tyner for final approval              

before submitting the application to the DCJ. 

86. On or about, July 2018, the D.C.J. still had further questions about the flow of the                

forfeiture money and the substantial law enforcement involvement, especially due to the            

change in application language from the first application to the revised application 

87. On or about July 17, 2018, Tyner drafted an email that stated that money is “NEVER”                

given directly to the Coalition. Said e-mail from Tyner was forwarded to D.C.J. as a               

supplement to the Form D applications. 

88. On or about November 14, 2018, after a notice of lawsuit was filed by other parties                 

sometime in October 2018, against the County, Tyner, Shill and Formica, Plaintiff was             

called into the executive conference room by Shill and Formica.  

89. Plaintiff was alarmed by the meeting so he told Shill and Formica that he was going to                 

speak to the D.A.G. from the DCJ about it.  

90. Shill opened the meeting by stating, “Man, Perry Mays is not happy with you,” in an                

attempt to intimidate Plaintiff.  

91. Plaintiff asked, “Who is this Perry Mays?”  

92.  Plaintiff later learned that Perry Mays and Tyner had some sort of political connection. 

93. On or about November 16, 2018, plaintiff had a meeting in Trenton with the D.A.G. in                

charge of Forfeiture and expressed his concerns about the forfeiture spending requests            

and the attempted expenditure of the forfeiture funds by Tyner, Shill, and Formica for              

non-law enforcement based programs. 
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94. On or about November 20, 2018, plaintiff met with his immediate supervisor and advised              

that something was not right with this Coalition funding because of how hard the              

administration is pushing; he asked for a phone number contact at DCJ. 

95. On or about November 23, 2018, plaintiff called Trenton to set up a meeting with DCJ                

investigators.  

96. On or about November 27, 2018, plaintiff drove to Trenton to meet with D.C.J.              

Investigators. 

97. Plaintiff advised the DCJ investigators about his concerns regarding the forfeiture money            

requests by Tyner, Shill, and Formica on behalf of the Coalition. During the meeting,              

Plaintiff referenced the saying/ quote several times, “all it takes for bad men to succeed               

is for good men to do nothing”.  

98. Sometime later, in a spontaneous out of character act, Tyner sent an email to the entire                

office repeating the above referenced quote.  

99. On or about December 3, 2019 plaintiff was called into the Executive Conference room              

for a meeting with Tyner, Shill, and Formica to discuss an upcoming meeting with the               

Coalition. Shill told Plaintiff that both he and Tyner would not be in the same building as                 

the Coalition, but Formica would be there with me. 

100. Tyner told plaintiff that Plaintiff was going to meet with Formica and Perry Mays to               

discuss the Coalition funding. Tyner stated that “I can’t be in the same building when               

they are here”. 

101. Tyner told plaintiff that “we are trusting you to do the right thing,” and then Tyner                

pointed at plaintiff and said, “but get him paid.” 
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102. Shortly thereafter, DCJ investigators came to the ACPO and asked for copies of             

documents and things related, in part, to the complaint made by plaintiff regarding the              

forfeiture expenditure requests. 

103. Thereafter, Tyner and/or Shill went to plaintiff in his office and asked him, “What does               

the DCJ have?” 

104. Plaintiff responded that he assumed they had everything because everything is sent up. 

105. It was no secret that plaintiff had reported to the DCJ his concerns about the forfeiture                

expenditure requests. Plaintiff had not only advised a number of staff members that he              

met with the DCJ, he was the person who raised the concerns with Tyner, Shill, and                

Formica, and was responsible for the processing of the application at the request of              

Tyner, Shill, and Formica. 

106. Plaintiff advised Tyner, Shill and Formica of the D.C.J. rules and the Plaintiff’s             

concerns regarding the coalition forfeiture spending applications. 

107. NJ Attorney General Guidelines require the DCJ to investigate and document the             

complaint made by plaintiff. 

108. NJ Attorney General Guidelines require the DCJ to advise Tyner and Shill that a              

complaint was made against them by plaintiff. 

109. NJ Attorney General Guidelines require the DCJ to direct and caution Tyner and Shill              

that they refrain from retaliating against plaintiff for filing a complaint. 

110. The DCJ is required to conduct an internal affairs investigation and file disciplinary             

charges within 45 days of the receipt of a complaint if the complaint is sustained for                

wrongdoing.  
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111. The Attorney General Policy & Procedure also requires that: 

a. If an agency cannot meet the 45 day time limit, the burden is on the investigator and                 

ultimately the agency to identify the point at which "sufficient information" was            

developed to initiate disciplinary action. 

b. Therefore, it is important that a detailed chronology be maintained of each investigation             

so that critical actions and decisions are documented. 

c. Along these same lines, it is important that there is no delay between the conclusion of                

the investigation by the assigned investigator and the decision to file charges by the              

person who has that responsibility.  

d. Although the 45 day clock begins at the time the person who has the responsibility to                

file charges has sufficient information, an agency would have a difficult time justifying             

an extensive bureaucratic delay once any member of that agency has established            

sufficient information. The need to eliminate bureaucratic delay is one of the reasons             

that the internal affairs unit should be closely aligned with the office of law              

enforcement executives in the agency's organizational structure 

112. The agency must notify officers of complaints and their outcomes and must notify             

complainants of the outcome of the investigation. 

113. To date, the DCJ has not notified plaintiff of the outcome of its investigation into               

plaintiff’s complaint. 

114. In or about July 2019 Tyner directed Plaintiff to attempt to force a seizure of a house                 

in a matter wherein the house was not used for any purpose to further a criminal activity. 

115. Plaintiff refused to participate in the forced seizure. 
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116. Thereafter, Tyner threatened to fire Plaintiff from employment if Plaintiff did not            

force the unlawful seizure. 

117. Despite the prohibition of retaliation against employees who report, disclose and/or           

refuse to participate in unlawful actions by supervisors, Tyner, Shill and Mario Formica             

engaged in a pattern of retaliatory harassment against plaintiff because of his refusal to              

participate in wrongdoing, his reporting of unlawful conduct and disclosures to the DCJ             

about unlawful conduct by Tyner, Shill, and Formica regarding the forfeiture monies. 

118. In or about July 2019 plaintiff decided to run for election to the negotiating committee               

as part of the Prosecutor’s collective bargaining unit. 

119. At or around this time, an Assistant Prosecutor (hereinafter “A.P.”) with close ties to              

Tyner and especially Shill attempted to sway plaintiff on behalf of Tyner.  

120. The A.P. approached plaintiff minutes before the union vote before he was to enter               

the room for a union negotiation meeting and asked: “If Tyner were to pay a $5,000                

bonus this time, would it make a difference in the union negotiations?” 

121. Plaintiff responded to the A.P. and asked “Is this a bribe?” and then Plaintiff restated               

his union stance. 

122. The A.P. then stated, “ohhh, you know he [Tyner] will be forced to get rid of                

attorney’s that he should have gotten rid of a year ago.”  

123. Upon going inside to the union meeting, Tyner was standing outside the meeting room              

doors shaking hands of some of the A.P.’s, specifically Plaintiff. 

124. In the meeting, Plaintiff made a number of statements about the wage disparities and              

stated in response to a statement that the Prosecutor had spent the office into a hole,                
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that the Prosecutor’s job as the leader was to budget wisely; and, that Tyner’s paying               

larger salaries to his brother and others, were excessive and amounted to nepotism and              

self-dealing for his own benefit.  

125. Plaintiff noted that Tyner bought himself and his brother new SUVs but claims he              

does not have enough money to properly compensate the hard working attorneys of the              

office. 

126. On August 15, 2019 plaintiff was elected as a union representative. 

127. As a union representative, plaintiff made his position known to the office and             

management about the inequity by the Prosecutor in providing special benefits to his             

friends and family but did not provide enough money in the budget for the hard               

working assistant prosecutors of the office. 

128. Beginning in October 2019, the office attorney’s received performance reviews and           

were given the opportunity to respond. Plaintiff received no negative marks on said             

review and the review was given final approval by Shill. 

129. On or about October 12, 2019, Plaintiff responded to the performance review            

questions with a copy to his supervisor, Tyner, Shill and Formica.  

130. In or about the beginning to mid to late October 2019, approximately a week after               

responding to the performance review, the same A.P. approached plaintiff on a            

Saturday morning to ask him about his plans and aspirations making a direct reference              

to his moving up in the Prosecutor’s office, as Plaintiff had stated on the performance               

review response. 
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131. Plaintiff understood that A.P. had a special reporting relationship to Shill and Tyner             

as an informant on other employees, attempting to ingratiate himself with Tyner, Shill             

and Formica. 

132. The A.P. said to plaintiff “So, you think you can move up. What do you think they are                  

looking for?” Plaintiff responded : Someone who is going to do the right thing.” The               

A.P. said under his breath as he walked abruptly away “Oh shit.” 

133. On or about mid-October, ACPO made a sudden “upgrade” to plaintiff’s work            

computer and copied Plaintiff’s hard drive. On the hard drive was a chronology of the               

facts and issues raised with the DCJ. 

134. The first union collective bargaining meeting was scheduled for November 19, 2019. 

135. On or about November 6, 2019 plaintiff was called into the Executive Conference             

room by Shill. 

136. In the room was Shill and the Administrative Captain within the ACPO. 

137. Shill  advised plaintiff that “your services are no longer needed by the Prosecutor” 

138. Plaintiff made a request for his personnel file immediately after he was wrongfully             

fired as is permitted per union contract. 

139. Shill refused Plaintiff’s request to view his personnel file, violating Union rules. 

140. Eventually, Tyner and Shill permitted the release of plaintiff’s personnel file but            

extracted the positive performance evaluation that had just been given to plaintiff by             

his immediate supervisor and signed off by Shill. The performance evaluation had to             

be demanded by the Union and was eventually given over several weeks later. 
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141. The pattern of continued retaliation against plaintiff included but not necessarily           

limited to: 

a. Referring to plaintiff as a film character in a derogatory way.  

b. Making inappropriate facial gestures at Plaintiff and behind plaintiff’s back to           

others; 

c. Ignoring plaintiff and not responding to his questions; 

d. Being outwardly rude to plaintiff in front of other staff members; 

e. Ostracizing plaintiff and excluding him from meetings which he attended before           

he reported to the DCJ his concerns about the forfeiture monies; and, 

f. Termination from employment. 

 

LEGAL CLAIMS 

COUNT I 

CEPA 

142. All of the foregoing and subsequent paragraphs are incorporated herein by this            

reference as if stated here in their entirety.  

143. CEPA protects whistleblowers from retaliation and other adverse employment actions          

if they report legal violations by their employers.  

144. Plaintiff reasonably believed that the actions of Defendants Atlantic County, Tyner           

and Shill violated the law and/or policies of Defendants regarding the expenditure of             

forfeiture monies.  
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145. Plaintiff reported, refused to participate and disclosed conduct by Defendants Tyner,           

Shill and Formica that he reasonably believed violated the law and/or policies of             

Defendants regarding the expenditure of forfeiture monies 

146. Plaintiff Davidson suffered adverse employment actions in the form of a continued            

pattern of retaliatory harassment culminating in his termination from employment. 

147. There is a causal connection between the Plaintiff’s protected activity and the adverse             

employment actions as described generally above.  

148. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants unlawful actions, the Plaintiff has              

been caused to suffer damages. 

149. Plaintiffs were caused to suffer personal hardships, and grievous harm by Defendants. 

150. Defendants Atlantic County, Tyner, Shill, and Formica are liable for violations of            

CEPA under theories of vicarious liability, respondeat superior liability, delegated          

authority liability, individual liability, and supervisory liability. See Higgins v.          

Pascack Valley Hospital, 158 N.J. 404 (N.J. 1999); Paladino v. VNA of Southern New              

Jersey, Inc., 68 F. Supp. 2d. 455 (D.N.J. 1999). 

151. Defendants Tyner, Shill and Formica are individually liable as persons who engaged in             

acts of reprisal in violation of CEPA. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff seeks damages to vindicate his rights under the laws and remedy             

the egregious loss and damages inflicted upon him by Defendants, including, but not             

necessarily limited to compensatory damages, emotional distress, bodily harm and injury,           

physical illness, economic damages, injunctive and equitable relief, every day and daily            
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stress caused by Defendants' illegal acts, punitive damages and any other damages the             

Court deems fair and just.  

COUNT II 

CRA UNION RETALIATION 

152. All of the foregoing and subsequent paragraphs are incorporated herein by this            

reference as if stated here in their entirety.  

153. Defendants Atlantic County, Tyner, Shill, and Formica are public employers and/or           

public officials with final policy making authority as it pertains to the operations of the               

ACPO and/or supervisors who had personal involvement in the wrongs as alleged in             

this matter. 

154. Plaintiff engaged in protected public concern activity and union association- and/or           

affiliation under the New Jersey Civil Rights Act, N.J.S.A. 10:6-2. 

155. N.J.S.A.10:6-2(c) provides relief for either the deprivation of a statutory substantive           

right or the interference with such a right by threats, intimidation or coercion.             

Tumpson. v. Farina. 

156. N.J.S.A. 10:6-2(c) provides: Any person who has been deprived of any substantive            

due process or equal protection rights, privileges or immunities secured by the            

Constitution or laws of the United States, or any substantive rights, privileges or             

immunities secured by the Constitution or laws of this State, or whose exercise or              

enjoyment of those substantive rights, privileges or immunities has been interfered           

with or attempted to be interfered with, by threats, intimidation or coercion by a              

person acting under color of law, may bring a civil action for damages and for               
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injunctive or other appropriate relief. The penalty provided in subsection e. of this             

section shall be applicable to a violation of this subsection. 

157. The New Jersey Constitution provides “All political power is inherent in the people.             

Government is instituted for the protection, security, and benefit of the people, and             

they have the right at all times to alter or reform the same, whenever the public good                 

may require it.” [N.J. Const. art. I, ¶ 2.] 

158. Every person may freely speak, write and publish his sentiments on all subjects, being              

responsible for the abuse of that right. No law shall be passed to restrain or abridge the                 

liberty of speech or of the press. [N.J. Const. art. I, ¶ 6.] 

159. The people have the right freely to assemble together, to consult for the common good,               

to make known their opinions to their representatives, and to petition for redress of              

grievances. [N.J. Const. art. I, ¶ 18.] 

160. Persons in private employment shall have the right to organize and bargain            

collectively. Persons in public employment shall have the right to organize, present to             

and make known to the State, or any of its political subdivisions or agencies, their               

grievances, and proposals through representatives of their own choosing. [N.J. Const.           

art. I, ¶ 19.] 

161. The acts as described in more detail above regarding Plaintiff’s statement as a union              

representative and/or Plaintiff’s participation and/or plaintiff’s association/affiliation       

with the union demonstrate violations by Defendants of Plaintiffs substantive rights           

under the New Jersey Constitution, Article I, ¶¶ 2, 6, 18 and 19. 

162. Plaintiff is an intended beneficiary of the New Jersey Constitution. 
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163. Defendants took retaliatory employment actions against Plaintiff. 

164. The retaliatory employment actions by Defendants against Plaintiff had the intended           

effect to deter and/or chill people of ordinary firmness from continuing to engage in              

protected activity. 

165. The Plaintiff’s speech, actions and/or union association were substantial and/or          

motivating factors for the adverse employment actions. 

166. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ violation of Plaintiff’s rights, Plaintiff             

has been caused to suffer damages. 

167. As policy makers, Defendants are collectively liable for the intentional violation of            

Plaintiff’s NJ constitutional rights as identified above. 

168. The actions as stated above also caused Plaintiff to be deprived of constitutional rights              

as a result of a policy and custom adopted by the Defendant Atlantic County of failure                

to train, failure to monitor, inadequate training and failure to intervene to stop             

retaliatory actions by Defendants for public concern speech and association in the            

workplace when defendants knew or should have known of the propensity by            

defendants for retaliatory workplace actions in response to protected activity under the            

NJ constitution. 

169. Defendants engaged in a deliberate indifference to the fact that employees are            

permitted to speak freely and associate as union members and not be terminated as a               

result thereof and as such, this is a highly predictable consequence of the inadequate              

training, inadequate supervision, inadequate screening hiring, and promotion process         
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and failure to adopt a needed policy regarding employee participation in union activity             

free from retaliation. 

170. The retaliatory conduct by Defendants caused Plaintiff to suffer serious and grave            

economic consequences such as loss of financial income, back pay, front pay, inability             

to secure future employment to date, despite job searches and other mitigating            

damages actions. The adverse employment actions by Defendants also caused Plaintiff           

to suffer stress, unnecessarily so, which in turn caused, and continues to cause anxiety,              

sleeplessness, worry, loss of every day enjoyment in life due to interference from the              

worry and anxiety about the bad acts of Defendants as well as the stress and worry                

about their respective future. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff seeks damages to vindicate their rights under the laws and remedy the              

egregious loss and damages inflicted upon him by Defendants, including, but not necessarily             

limited to compensatory damages, emotional distress, bodily harm and injury, physical illness,            

economic damages, injunctive and equitable relief, every day and daily stress caused by             

Defendants' illegal acts, punitive damages and any other damages the Court deems fair and just.  

 

I. DESIGNATION OF TRIAL COUNSEL  

Michelle J. Douglass, Esq., and Philip S. Burnham, II is hereby designated as trial              

counsel in the above-captioned matter. 
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II. CERTIFICATION OF NO OTHER ACTIONS PURSUANT TO 

RULE 4:5-2 

I certify that the dispute about which I am suing is not the subject of any other action                  

pending in any other court or a pending arbitration proceeding to the best of my knowledge and                 

belief. To the best of Plaintiff knowledge and belief, no other action or arbitration proceeding is                

contemplated. Further, other than the parties set forth in this complaint, I know of no other                

parties that should be made a part of this lawsuit. In addition, I recognize my continuing                

obligation to file and serve on all parties and the court an amended certification if there is a                  

change in the facts stated in this original certification.  

 

III. CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH R. 1:38-7(c) 

I certify the Confidential Personal Identifiers have been redacted from documents now submitted             

to the Court, and will be redacted from all documents submitted in the future in accordance with                 

R. 1:38-7(b).  

IV. NOTICE OF LITIGATION HOLD 

The parties are hereby required to preserve all physical and electronic information that             

may be relevant to the issues to be raised, including but not limited to, Plaintiffs’ employment, to                 

Plaintiffs’ causes of action, and/or prayers for relief, to any defenses to same, and pertaining to                

any party, including but not limited to, electronic data storage, close circuit TV footages, digital               

images, computer images, cache memory, searchable data, emails, spreadsheets, employment          

files, memos, text messages and any and all online social or work related websites, entries on                

social networking sites (including, but not limited to, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.,) and any              
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other information and/or data and/or things and/or documents which may be relevant to any              

claim or defense in this litigation. 

Failure to do so may result in separate claims for spoliation of evidence and/or for               

appropriate adverse inferences. 

The obligation to preserve evidence begins when a party knows or should have known              

that the evidence is relevant to future or current litigation. You are on notice of litigation and                 

therefore have an obligation to suspend your routine document retention/destruction policy and            

put in place a ``litigation hold to ensure the preservation of relevant documents.” Failure to do so                 

has been found to be ‘grossly negligent’ and may subject you to punishment.  

V. JURY DEMAND

The plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury on all of triable issues of this complaint,                

pursuant to New Jersey Court Rules 1:8-2(b) and 4:35-1(a).  

BURNHAM DOUGLASS         

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

By:   Michelle J. Douglass 
       Michelle J. Douglass, Esq. 

       BURNHAM DOUGLASS 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

                  By:      Philip S. Burnham 

      Philip S. Burnham, II, Esq. 

DATED: December 20, 2019
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